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Rosetta: Rendezvous with Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (“67P / CG”) 
 

Summary 
 

 The ESA Rosetta space probe was launched into space in 2004 and has travelled over 6 
billion kilometres to reach comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P/CG), a 5km long 
comet currently several hundred million kilometres distance from Earth 

 The journey taken is one of the most arduous ever undertaken in space, and included 
three gravity-assist fly-by’s of Earth (2005, 2007, 2009) and one fly-by of Mars (2007) 

 On August 6th 2014 Rosetta will enter into a 25km orbit about comet 67P/CG 

 Rosetta will travel with the comet around the Sun until December 31st 2015, making 
closes approach to the Sun on August 13th 2015 

 In November 2014, Rosetta will send a Lander called Philae to the surface of comet 
67P/CG 

 Over the next 16 months, both spacecraft will comprehensively measure: 
o The material make up of the comet to the molecular level including: 

 Water and other volatile materials 
 Dust and other particulate matter 
 Organic materials 

o The internal structure of the comet 
o The emission of volatile and other materials from the surface of the comet as it 

approaches the Sun 
o The interaction of the comet  emissions with the Sun’s solar wind and magnetic 

field 

 Rosetta and Philae will conduct these measurement using a suite of 22 instruments 
including high resolution and thermal cameras, sub-surface radar and acoustic sounding, 
surface drills and chemistry experiments among many others; constituting one of the 
most sophisticated space science mission ever undertaken 

 Since comet 67P/CG is one of billions of comets made in the vicinity of the Sun before 
Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago and contains both water and organic materials 
synthesized in the Sun’s vicinity at that time, the results from Rosetta will provide new 
and important insights into the primeval synthesis of water, volatile materials and organic 
materials in the early solar system. From this we will be better able to understand the 
origin of Earth’ water and whether comets may have played an important part in the 
origin of Earth’s oceans; and the availability of organic materials upon which life as we 
know it depends. 

 Hence Rosetta is appropriately named as it may provide for a better ability to understand 
the early processes leading to life on Earth. 
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Rosetta: Rendezvous with Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (“67P / CG”) 
 
Overview and Objectives of the Rosetta Mission 

 Rosetta is a European Space Agency (ESA) mission to orbit and land on comet 67P /Churyumov-
Gerasimenko (“67P/CG”) as it circles the Sun. 

 The primary mission lasts from August 6th 2014 to December 31st 2015. 

 It is a mission made up of a main Rosetta space probe orbiter and a smaller lander attached to 
Rosetta named Philae. 

 Rosetta will settle into orbit on August 6th 2014 and continue to orbit the comet over the next 16 
months. In November 2014 Philae will land on the comet’s surface. Both will travel with the comet 
as it orbits the Sun and reaches closest approach to the Sun on August 13th 2015. 

 Comets are made up of icy volatile materials like water and carbon dioxide, as well as dust and other 
materials. So as 67P/CG approaches its closest point to the Sun in its orbit (called perihelion), its 
volatile materials will heat up and sublimate, forming a vast spherical gaseous coma and perhaps a 
tail, both of which will be more rarefied than the air we breathe and reach for millions of kilometres 
into space. Since 67P/CG does not approach the Sun too closely (as some other comets do), it is not 
likely to become as chaotic a ‘volatile cauldron’ as those which travel much closer to the Sun.   

 While Philae will measure the composition of, and activity on the comet directly from the surface; 
Rosetta, orbiting at a distance of just 25km, will also measure the volatile materials emanating from 
the comet into its immediate space vicinity, and indeed will be able to see how the comet changes 
and reacts to the Sun’s heat and solar wind as they move closer to the Sun in August 2015. 

 The data gleaned from the comet will reveal its internal makeup and composition, including any 
organic materials present, to the atomic and molecular levels; providing significant new insight into 
the origin of the Solar System, the origin of Earth and its oceans and the origin of life. 

 

Mission Origins and Participating Countries: 

 Germany, The United States of America, Austria, Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, United Kingdom, 

Ireland and other European partners. The Rosetta mission was originated in the 1980’s and 

launched (after some delays) on March 2nd 2004. 
 
Journey to Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

 Because no current rocket (including the powerful ESA Arianne-5 rocket upon which Rosetta was 
launched) has the capability to send such a large 3-Tonne spacecraft directly to a comet such as 
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko,  Rosetta was ‘bounced around the inner Solar System like a cosmic 
billiard ball’, during its ten-year trek to Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. 

 Since its launch in 2004 from Kourou in French Guiana, Rosetta has criss-crossed the inner Solar 
System four times, has travelled over 6 billion kilometres, including availing of three gravity-assist 
flybys of Earth (2005, 2007 and 2009) and one of Mars (2007); and is finally due to arrive at comet 
67P/CG - just 4 to 5 kilometres in length - at a distance of several hundred million kilometres from 
Earth. 
 
Hibernation and Wakeup 

 Rosetta's 10 year deep-space odyssey comprised lengthy periods of inactivity, punctuated by 
relatively short spells of intense activity when encountering Earth, Mars, and several asteroids. 

 Ensuring that the spacecraft survived the hazards of travelling through deep space for more than ten 
years has been one of the major challenges of the Rosetta mission, and has been hugely successful 
to date.   
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 To that end, Rosetta was placed in hibernation between June 8th 2011 and January 20th 2014 in 
order to limit consumption of power and fuel.  During that lengthy hibernation, the spacecraft 
rotated once each minute while facing the Sun for solar power; with the only electrical system kept 
running being the radio receivers and command decoders. On January 20th 2014, a “wake-up” 
command was sent to Rosetta. ESA scientists were hugely relieved that the dormant spacecraft 
received the command and awoke from its hibernation in excellent health and ready to take on all 
challenges ahead of it. 

 
August 2014 Rendezvous with Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

 Since its reawakening in January, Rosetta has been steadily approaching the comet. For the past 90 
days or so, it has been moving at only about 2 metres per second with respect to the comet. As you 
read this, the space probe is imaging the comet, allowing ESA scientists and engineers to determine 
the comet’s size, shape and orientation and rotation; allowing for Rosetta to complete its orbital 
insertion, which takes place on Wednesday August 6th 2014. 

 Using its approximately 1.7 Tonnes of propellant, the space probe’s propellant system and 24 
thrusters recently manoeuvred the probe into an orbit just ahead of the comet, with the final orbit 
about the comet to be established on August 6th. 

 Rosetta will then start its science program, using eleven different instruments to photograph and 
map the comet to great precision, determine its internal structure and monitor any gas and dust 
emanating from the surface. 

 
November Landing on Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

 Once the comet has been mapped, five potential landing sites will be identified. Once ESA scientists 
have determined the best one, they will plan for a November landing. 

 At that time Rosetta will move to within 1 kilometre of the comet, and release the lander Philae, 
which will set gently down on the comet at walking pace.  

 Once secure on the surface, it will anchor itself to the comet (because the comet’s gravity is too 
small to securely hold the lander on the surface) and proceed to conduct a series of sophisticated 
experiments, including drilling into the comet’s surface and placing surface materials into the body 
of the lander where their makeup can be determined to atomic and molecular levels. 

 
Journey towards and away from the Sun 

 Comet 67P/CG is known as a Jupiter-class comet, meaning that its orbit is affected by the strong 
gravity of the giant planet Jupiter. Indeed Jupiter changed the orbit of 67P/CG in 1959, so that now 
the comet travels on an elliptical orbit that brings it to within 185 million kilometres of the Sun at 
closest approach (perihelion) and out to over 850 million kilometres at its furthest (aphelion). 

 Over the next 16 months and during the next perihelion on August 13th 2015, both Rosetta and 
Philae will monitor, image and measure all that happens on and around the comet as it draws 
nearer to the Sun.  As already indicated, because 67P/CG will not travel too close to the Sun, so it is 
not expected to become as chaotic as comets which venture much closer to the Sun. Nevertheless, 
there will be plenty of activity, and as of June 2014, Rosetta has already begun to see small 
quantities of water emanating from the comet, and such activity will but increase greatly over the 
next year or so, providing both probes with an unprecedented opportunity to examine the makeup, 
composition and interaction of the comet as it orbits about the Sun. 
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Rosetta and Philae: Science Objectives and Instruments 

 Rosetta and Philae are charges with carrying out the following tasks: 
o Detailed imaging and mapping of the comet 
o Determination of the internal structure of the comet 
o Determination of the material makeup, including elemental, isotopic and molecular details, 

of the comet’s volatile materials, dust and other materials and any organic materials 
expected to be present in the comet 

o Image, monitor and measure the release of all materials, volatile or otherwise, from the 
comet as it reaches its closest point to the Sun in August 2015; and observe how these 
materials interact with the Sun’s solar wind and magnetic field 

 So how will Rosetta and Philae do all of that?  

 The Rosetta orbiter contains no less than 11 scientific instruments including cameras for imaging the 
comet, a thermal camera to determine its material makeup, a type of radar know as radio-sounding 
that can penetrate the comet and determine its interior makeup, a mass-spectrometer and dust 
analyser to analyse materials emanating from the comet and plasma and magnetic field analysers 
for monitoring the interaction of the comet’s materials with the Sun’s solar wind and magnetic field.  

 Philae’s science package of 10 instruments is arguably more sophisticated; and includes an Alpha 
Proton X-Ray Spectrometer as on the Mars Rovers to determine the elemental makeup of the 
surface, a drill to drill into the surface and place samples into its body where a suite of instruments 
will determine the molecular makeup of the materials, including organic materials, and even 
determine the isotopic nature of the elements (critical for determining whether comets were the 
primeval source of all of Earth’s water). Radio-sounding and acoustic instruments will measure the 
internal structure of the comet, while high resolution cameras will image its surface. 

 Both the orbiter and the lander will conduct a suite of hard-science experiments typical of modern 
analytical laboratories. The instruments on board both Rosetta and Philae are more sophisticated 
than those on the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Opportunity, and on a par with most of the 
instruments on the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity; constituting one of the most sophisticated 
space science missions ever conducted. 
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Comets and Origins 

 Comets are tiny icy worlds usually only single kilometres in diameter. They are remnants of 
formation of the Solar System 4.6 billion years ago. As the Sun formed, countless trillions of tonnes 
of volatile materials such as water, carbon dioxide, ammonia and methane, as well as organic 
materials to the complexity of nucleic acids and amino acids that make up DNA ad proteins in life as 
we know it, were synthesized in the proto-planetary disk surrounding the Sun. As the planets like 
Earth and Mars formed, the lighter elements and synthesized volatile materials moved further out 
from the Sun, contributing to the formation of the gas giant planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and 
Neptune; but with the left over volatiles forming  a vast swarm of perhaps a trillion comets, most of 
which reside in the Oort Cloud far out in the Solar System between 0.1 and 1 Light Year distance 
(one-hundred-billion to one-thousand-billion kilometres out – by comparison Pluto resides at 
approximately six-billion kilometres from the Sun.) 

 What is so crucial about comets is that they retain a record of the actual synthesis of both volatile 
materials such as water and carbon dioxide, and of organic molecules to the complexity of genetic 
nucleotides and amino acids known to be important to life as we know it, in the region of the Sun 
before the Earth itself had formed. 

 Hence “67P CG” represents one of a vast family of objects that are potentially older than the Earth, 
retaining a pristine record of complex chemistry occurring about the Sun relevant to the formation 
of life on Earth before and when the Earth was taking form. For this reason, comets are seen as very 
important in our search for the origin of the Solar System, of Earth and its oceans and of life itself. 

 
Rosetta Mission – Relevance and Value to Science & Society 

 Given that we still have very little idea as to how life originated, studying such primeval evidence as 
retained in comets constitutes one of the most important endeavours in science. The Rosetta 
mission is arguably as important as the Mars exploration programme in search of evidence of origins 
on Mars, and perhaps The Hubble Space Telescope and the CERN Large Hadron Collider, both of 
which are currently revolutionising our understanding of the nature, origin and fate of the Universe 
itself. 

 Among the questions regarding the origin of life we must answer are: 
o What is the origin of Earth oceans? In particular, is the water making up our oceans 

indigenous to our planet, or did it arrive from a mass bombardment of comets, asteroids 
and meteorites known to have occurred billions of years ago? 

o Where did the basic organic materials for life originate – from organic synthesis on our 
planet, or from organic materials within comets and meteorites manufactured in the vicinity 
of the Sun before and during Earth formation? 

 The Rosetta mission may go some way toward answering both of these fundamental questions, 
among others. 

 And so we can see why this mission is named Rosetta. As with the Rosetta stone which allowed 
modern society to decipher the hieroglyphics of ancient Egypt – the Rosetta mission to 67P / CG 
may provide the cipher to enable us to better read the cosmic book of life – to see better the 
connection between the origin of life on Earth and its connection to the origin of the Solar System; 
and to link the origin of life on Earth to a deeper insight into the cosmic abundance of life.   

 This opportunity has been afforded to us through the technological and scientific endeavour of our 
ancestors and current generation of scientists alike, and we have taken that opportunity. To not do 
so would be a dereliction of duty to ourselves, to society, to our place in the great unfolding human 
story and to future generations who will need the insights we glean from this mission to make new 
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and ever more enlightened decisions and undertake new endeavours to better understand who we 
are, where we have come from and what our cosmic fate can be.  
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Rosetta Mission Milestones 
 

 Launch date:    2 March 2004 

 

 1st Earth gravity assist:   4 March 2005 

 

 Mars gravity assist:   25 February 2007 

 

 2nd Earth gravity assist:  13 November 2007 

 

 Asteroid Steins flyby:   5 September 2008 

 

 3rd Earth gravity assist:   13 November 2009 

 

 Asteroid Lutetia flyby:   10 July 2010 
 

 Enter deep space hibernation:  8 June 2011 
 

 Exit deep space hibernation:  20 January 2014 
 

 Comet rendezvous manoeuvres:  May - August 2014 
 

 Rendezvous with comet:  6 August 2014 

 

 Philae lander delivery:   November 2014 

 

 Closest approach to Sun:  13 August 2015 
 

 Mission end:    31 December 2015 
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Rosetta Space Probe   
 
Rosetta Orbiter 
 
Rosetta is a large aluminium box with dimensions 2.8 x 2.1 x 2.0 metres. The scientific instruments are 
mounted on the top of the box, called the Payload Support Module. 
 
Two large solar panel 'wings' extend from the other sides. These wings, each 32 square metres in area, 
have a total span of about 32 metres tip to tip. Each of them comprises five panels, and both may be 
rotated through +/-180 degrees to catch the maximum amount of sunlight. 
 
Launch mass: Orbiter: 2900 kg (including 1670 kg propellant and 165 kg science payload); 
Dimensions: Orbiter: 2.8 x 2.1 x 2.0 m with two 14 metre long solar panels 
 

 

 
 

Hi-Res Source: 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Rosetta_s_instruments_black_background 

 

Credit: ESA/ATG medialab 
  

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Rosetta_s_instruments_black_background
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Rosetta Orbiter Instrument Package: 11 science instruments 

 

ALICE   Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer 

  Analysis of gases in the coma and tail and the comet's production rates of water and carbon dioxide. It also 

  provides information on the surface composition of the nucleus 

 

CONSERT  Comet Nucleus Sounding Experiment by Radiowave Transmission 

  Probes the comet's interior by studying radio waves that are reflected and scattered by the nucleus 

 

COSIMA  Cometary Secondary Ion Mass Analyser 

  Analysis of the characteristics of dust grains emitted by the comet, including their composition; and if 

  organic or inorganic 

 

GIADA  Grain Impact Analyser and Dust Accumulator 

  Measures the number, mass, momentum and velocity of dust grains coming from the nucleus 

 

MIDAS  Micro-Imaging Dust Analysis System  

  Studies the dust environment around the asteroids and comet, providing information on particle 

  population, size, volume and shape 

 

MIRO  Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter 

  Determines the abundances of major gases, surface outgassing rates and the nucleus subsurface 

  temperature 

 

OSIRIS  Optical, Spectroscopic and Infrared Remote Imaging System  

  A wide-angle camera and narrow-angle camera that can obtain high-resolution images of the comet’s 

  nucleus. 

 

ROSINA  Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis 

  Two sensors will determine the composition of the comet's atmosphere and ionosphere 

 

RPC  Rosetta Plasma Consortium  

  Five sensors measure the physical properties of the nucleus, examine the structure of the 

  inner coma, monitor cometary activity and study the comet's interaction with the solar wind. 

 

RSI  Radio Science Investigation 

  Radio signals will be used to measure the mass and gravity of the comet nucleus in order to deduce its 

  density and internal structure, to define the comet's orbit, and to study its inner coma.  

 

VIRTIS  Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer 

  Maps and studies the nature of the solids and the temperature on the surface of the nucleus. Also identifies 

  comet gases, characterises the physical conditions of the coma and helps to identify the best landing sites. 
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Space Probe: Philae lander 
 
The 100-kilogram box-shaped lander is carried on the side of the orbiter until it arrives at Comet 
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Once the orbiter is aligned correctly, the lander is commanded to self-
eject from the main spacecraft and unfold its three legs, ready for a gentle touchdown at the end of the 
ballistic descent. 
 
Upon landing, the legs damp out any bouncing, and can rotate, lift or tilt to return the lander to an 
upright position. Immediately after touchdown, a harpoon is fired to anchor the lander to the ground 
and prevent it escaping from the comet’s extremely weak gravity. The minimum mission target is one 
week, but surface operations may continue for many months. 
 
Lander design 
The lander structure consists of a baseplate, an instrument platform in a polygonal construction. Some 
of the instruments and subsystems are beneath a hood that is covered with solar cells. 
 
An antenna transmits data from the surface to Earth via the orbiter. The lander carries ten instruments, 
with a total mass of about 21 kilograms, including a drilling system to take samples of subsurface 
material. 

 

 
 

Hi-Res Source: 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Philae_s_instruments_black_background 

Credit: ESA/ATG medialab 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Philae_s_instruments_black_background
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Philae Science Instrument Package: 

 

APXS   Alpha Proton X-ray Spectrometer 

  Lowered to within 4 cm of the ground, this spectrometer detects alpha particles and 

  X-rays, which reveal the elemental composition of the comet's surface 

 

ÇIVA / ROLIS  Rosetta Lander Imaging System 

  Six identical micro-cameras take panoramic pictures of the surface; while a spectrometer 

  studies the composition, texture and albedo (reflectivity) of samples collected from the 

  surface 

 

CONSERT   Comet Nucleus Sounding 

  Radio waves from the CONSERT experiment on Rosetta travel through the nucleus of 

  the comet and are picked up by the lander to reveal comet’s internal structure 

 

COSAC  Cometary Sampling and Composition experiment 

  One of two evolved gas analysers, it detects and identifies the elemental and 

  molecular structure of complex organic molecules 

 

PTOLEMY Evolved Gas Analyser 

  The second evolved gas analyser, used to obtain accurate measurements of isotopic 

  ratios of light elements 

 

MUPUS  Multi-Purpose Sensor for Surface and Subsurface Science 

  A set of sensors on the Lander's anchor, probe-interior and exterior measure the 

  density, thermal and mechanical properties of the surface. 

 

ROMAP  Rosetta Land Magnetometer and Plasma Monitor 

  A magnetometer and plasma monitor which will analyse the local magnetic field and 

  the comet/solar-wind interaction. 

 

SD2  Sample and Distribution Device 

  A drill capable of drilling more than 20 cm into the surface, collect samples and 

  deliver them for microscope inspection to several ovens within the Philae probe body  

 

SESAME  Surface Electrical Sounding and Acoustic Monitoring Experiment 

  Three instruments measure properties of the comet's outer layers. The Cometary 

  Acoustic Sounding Surface Experiment (CASSE) measures the way in which sound 

  travels through the surface. The Permittivity Probe (PP) investigates its electrical 

  characteristics, and the Dust Impact Monitor (DIM) measures dust falling back to the 

  surface  
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Links & Contacts: 

 
Rosetta: 
 
Web (ESA):  
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Rosetta 
 
Rosetta on Twitter:  
@ESA_Rosetta 
 
Rosetta on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/RosettaMission 
 
Rosetta Blog:  
http://blogs.esa.int/rosetta/ 
 
Rosetta on Youtube: 
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbyvawxScNbtAhH8vHAYl-pyEirPi-4Ad 

 

The Planetary Society: 

The Planetary Society Website: 
http://www.planetary.org 
 

  

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Rosetta
http://www.twitter.com/ESA_Rosetta
https://www.facebook.com/RosettaMission
http://blogs.esa.int/rosetta/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbyvawxScNbtAhH8vHAYl-pyEirPi-4Ad
http://www.planetary.org/
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Images with captions, hi-res source URLs and credits 

 
1. Rosetta Space-probe and Philae Comet Lander: 
 

 
 
Caption: In November 12014, Rosetta (upper) will set the Philae lander (lower) onto the surface of 
comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko as it closely approaches and then circles the Sun 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Rosetta_and_Philae_at_comet6 
 
 

Credit: ESA–J. Huart 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/12/Rosetta_and_Philae_at_comet6
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2. Rosetta and Comet 67P/Churyumov-Grasimenko to scale 

 
 
Caption: Illustration demonstrating the size of comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko compared to the 
Rosetta space craft. At about the size of a large mountain, comet “67P” is a tiny celestial body when 
compared to the planets. 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/07/Rosetta_and_comet_to_scale 
 
 

Credit: ESA 
  

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/07/Rosetta_and_comet_to_scale
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3. Illustration of the size of comet 67P/ Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

 
 
Caption: Illustration showing the relative size of comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko to well known 
features on Earth. Though huge on a human scale, comet “67P” is a small celestial body and possesses 
only a very weak gravity.  
 
Hi Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/07/How_big_is_Rosetta_s_comet 
 
 

Credit: ESA 
  

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/07/How_big_is_Rosetta_s_comet
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4. Rosetta images a moon rise over Earth on one of its two gravity-assist flybys 
 

 
 
Caption: Rosetta flew by Earth three times and Mars once in “gravity-assist” manoeuvres to propel the 
space probe faster on its 800 million km journey to comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko. This beautiful 
moon-rise was imaged by Rosetta as it flew by Earth on March 3th 2005, one year after launch. 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/05/Moonrise_over_Earth 
 
 

Credit: ESA/E. Lakdawalla 
 
 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2013/05/Moonrise_over_Earth
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5. Rosetta images Mars on its gravity-assist flyby of The Red Planet 
 

 
 
Caption: Rosetta photographs Mars, with its solar panel in the foreground during its “gravity-assist” fly-
by of Mars on 25th February 2007. 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Rosetta_s_self-portrait_at_Mars 
 
 
Credit: ESA/Rosetta/Philae/CIVA 
 

 
  

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Rosetta_s_self-portrait_at_Mars
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6. August 6th 2014: Rosetta insertion into orbit about 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko 
 

 
 
Caption: Stating on August 6th 2014, Rosetta will “insert” itself into an orbit about comet 67P / 
Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Using its 1.7 tonnes of onboard fuel propellant, Rosetta will circle the comet 
at a distance of about 25 kilometres as it approaches and circles the Sun over the next 16 months.   
 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Rosetta_orbiting_the_comet4 
 
 

Credit: ESA–C. Carreau 
 

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Rosetta_orbiting_the_comet4
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7. November 2014: Philae landing on comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

 
 
 
 
Caption: In November 2014, Philae, the small lander attached to Rosetta will land on the surface of 
comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The gravity of the comet is so low that Philae will need to tether 
itself to the surface. When secure, Philae will measure the composition and structure of the comet and 
in so doing will provide valuable clues to the origin of the planets, of Earth, Earth’s oceans and life itself. 
 
Hi-Res Source: http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Philae_touchdown 
 
 

Credit: ESA/ATG medialab 
  

http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/02/Philae_touchdown
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8. Comet images on August 1st 2014 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko 
 

 
 
Caption: On 1st of August, Rosetta took this image of comet 67P / Churyumov-Gerasimenko, revealing it 
to be a double lobed, peanut shaped object.  
 
Hi-Res Source: 
 

Credit: ESA 
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The Planetary Society 

The Planetary Society, the world's largest space-interest group, is dedicated to inspiring the public with 
the adventure of space exploration. Through our projects and publications, the Society plays a leading 
role in creating innovative coalitions to engage the public and fuel support for exploring other worlds. 
 
The Planetary Society, founded in 1980 by Carl Sagan, Bruce Murray, and Louis Friedman, inspires and 
involves the world's public in space exploration through advocacy, projects, and education. Today, The 
Planetary Society is the largest and most influential public space organization group on Earth. Dedicated 
to exploring the solar system and seeking life beyond Earth, The Planetary Society is non-governmental 
and non-profit and is funded by the support of its members. 

 
Bruce Murray, Carl Sagan, and Louis Friedman, 
 
 
 
Visit The Planetary Society at: http://planetary.og 
  

http://planetary.org/about/founders/carl_sagan.html
http://planetary.org/about/founders/bruce_murray.html
http://planetary.org/about/founders/louis_friedman.html
http://planetary.org/about/founders/bruce_murray.html
http://planetary.org/about/founders/carl_sagan.html
http://planetary.org/about/founders/louis_friedman.html
http://planetary.og/

